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CHAPTERI
 
Background and the Prohlpm
 
Theeducational needsofchildren who are cla;
ssified as Limited English Proficient
 
(LEP) have been neglected. Their interaction w
ith the education system requires
 
sttategies and materials that will address these speci
Ic nee^s. Oral history as a learning
 
strategy is flexible and adaptable allowing for acco
 
mmclodation of a wide range of skills,
 
abilities, strengths, and needs. Oral History refers to any orally transmitted
 
communication which has been preserved to serve
 future generations(Femekes, 1983).
 
The vocabulary,or thoughtcontentofthe material,w
■ill be relevant to the student because 
itcomesfrom hisown backgroundofexperience(Hait
;, 1982). 
As a learning strategy, oral history can b•e used to meet the objectives of 
acquisition of skill in reading and language arts i English, mathematics, and other 
academic subjects. "Oral history should be used in
 many subject areas to assist students 
in learning. Educators haye attributed to students usiii
ig oral history, growth in such areas 
as word usage skills, writing, editing, creative thoug
ht, interviewing, organizing, and a 
hostof	others"(Schipper,1982,p.29).
 
It is the intent ofthis paper to study the impl^
mentation of oral history strategies 
in education and how this may enhance the leamin
 of children who are identified as 
LEP.
 
The ptnposesofthis study are;
 
a. to identify oral history strategies that may
be used to enhance the learning of 
students who are identified as LEP,and
 
  
b. to present the results of a survey by
 S:i:X teachers of the usefulness of an
 
instructional manualin rheeting the edtiG^itional needs ofchildren identified as
 
LEP.
 
An instructional manual was written and it was distributed to LEP educators for
 
evaluation. A survey was used to determine the LE
P educators'reaction to the manual,
 
They were asked to evaluate the strengths and weala
messes of the presentation and how
 
effective the application of the manual would be i
i:a meeting the educational needs of
 
children who are identified as LEP.
 
Objective. This study will:
 
1. Identify various effective oral history s
rategies for this specific group of
 
students.
 
2. Provide a manualofactivities for practic
m and successful application oforal
 
history strategies to be used within the ex:isting framework ofLEPeducation.
 
Definition ofTerrr
 
Gurriculuni: Curriculum is a plan for learning
 
Integrated Language: Integrated language
 is a program which incorporates
 
reading,writing/speaking/and Ustening.
 
Whole Language: Whole Language is a
 philosophy of education. It is a
 
combination of all the different ways and theories tliat educators have on how children
 
learn. It encompasses aU cues that children use to learn to read, write,and speak,notjust
 
phonics. All the processes of communication are viewed as elements of the students'
 
linguistic whole rather than as distinct and ittdependently learned entities.
 
Language Experience Approach: "The language experience approach uses
 
children's oral language and experiences for the creation ofpersonalreading materials. It
 
integrates the teaching ofreading with other language arts. A child's speech determines
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the language patterns ofthe reading material,and his experiences determine the content"
 
(Hall,1984,p.2).
 
Oral History: Oral History refers to any oral y transmitted communication which
 
has been preserved to serve future generations(Femekes,1983).
 
Strategy: "A strategy consists ofa theoretical base on which acomprehensive set
 
ofactivities are built. Those activities are supported by materials and techniques that are
 
consistent with the underlying theory"(Comings and Kahler,1984,p. 19).
 
Limited English Proficient Student: Limited English Proficiency(LEP)refers to a
 
student who has not yet acquired fluency in English and who has experienced a culturally
 
and linguistically different upbringing. The exposure ofthe child in the home to cultural
 
and linguistic experiences that limit the student's
 English proficiency and develop a
 
primary language other than English qualify the studetnt aslimited Enghsh proficient.
 
English as a Second Language(ESL): English as a Second Language refers to the
 
teaching process by which students are taught English directly as a second language using
 
the student's primary language offluency as the communication tool. The goal ofESL
 
programs is to develop fluency in English while pr<;serving the Cultural and linguistic
 
integrity ofthe student's primary language.
 
CHAPTER n
 
REVIEW OFTHET.TTRR ATTTRF
 
In 1965,federal monies were allocated to create special compensatory education
 
programs for disadvantaged children. These progrialms vary from state to state in design
 
and composition but are dedicated to meeting the es'tablished criteria. The purpose ofthe
 
LEP Program is to involve the child identified as LEP in a supplemental educational
 
program designed to meetthe child's specific needs in the areas ofreading, mathematics,
 
and bilingual education.
 
Oral Historv
 
Oral history refers to any orally transmitUid communication which has been
 
preserved to serve future generations(Fernekes, 1983). It is used effectively by some of
 
our best authors in the search for raw materials from which to forge important and
 
sometimes extremely moving books(Kozol,1985).
 
A common,comforting, and significant component of social interactions, oral
 
history can be directed into other experiences for specific implementations. "Perhaps,
 
with a different direction,it might stay in the commu
nity from which it has emerged. Its
 
first, and frequently its only audience, may be the c
lild ofthe man or woman who has
 
drawn that story out of lived experience and passed it on to add to the experiences of
 
those who will live on to tell their stories to their children and grandchildren"(Kozol,
 
1985,p. 139).
 
Oral history has the potential to combine elements necessary for effective
 
learning. It can be used as a literary primer,first recorded, next transcribed and edited
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with selectivity that serves phonetic purposes,finallly returned to the illiterate in written
 
language thatcan beemployed in concrete ways"(Kozol,1985,p. 136).
 
Using oral history in the classroom setting allows for integration of the student
 
and his experiences with his educational needs for
 meaningful instruction. Classroom
 
activities are meaningful ifthey touch students'lives and mirror their experiences(Asher,
 
,1985). Along with activities and procedures thatrea(;h students as meaningful,there must
 
always exist an atmosphere in which students will feel secure(Hayes and others,1985).
 
A primary element ofthis technique is the use of materials that are significant to
 
the students. It must be made relevant to their immediate needs and focus on their lives
 
(Henderson and others, 1985). Relevance exists for the students because it places the
 
students own environment and cultural milieu at the center of investigation, with the
 
implication that the student will be motivated to inquire about that which is most
 
identifiable to him(Allen and Montell,1982).
 
Oral history materials are relevant and meaningful for students because of their
 
content. Comings and Kahler(1984)developed students'literacy skills by relating the
 
subject matter to some aspectofthe student's work orfamily life. Capturing these stories
 
orally and transferring them to print comes fi^ om a conviction that dramatic, wonderful,
 
terrible, foolish, funny and tragic things happen
 to people as an inevitable human
 
condition(Allen and Meyer,1978).
 
The realization that personal language and e>:periences are important and can be
 
utilized within the curriculum allows for development academically and socially.
 
Fernekes(1983)described the objectives for using oral history as transmitting cultural
 
heritage,developing the personal-social understandirig of students,and to show students
 
how to think critically. Allen and Meyer(1978)presented the rationale for doing oral
 
history as a link to fundamental sources of adolesc
ent development and may provide
 
significant experience for growth. They consider its
 impact to be in the areas ofidentity
 
(ego development), empathy, moral sensitivity and community building (sharing and
 
involvement).
 
In addition to the social and psychological objectives, oral history strategies
 
contain educational advantages. Oral history should be used in many subject areas to
 
assist students learning and growth in such areas as word usage skills, writing, editing,
 
creative thought,interviewing,organizing,and a hostofothers(Schipper,1982).
 
It is clear that oral history is not strictly a"social studies"instructional technique
 
(Femekes, 1983). Educators have attributed academic growth in reading, writing, word
 
usage skills, creative writing, and communication to the use of oral history (Schipper,
 
1982). Hayes and others (1985) have found that dialogue journals provide a natural
 
language exchange and a sense of audience, help tc
 develop a positive self-image, and
 
address individual educational needs.
 
Allen and Meyer(1978)presented a number ofeducational advantages resulting
 
from the use of oral history strategies. The strategies affect a range of educational and
 
educationally related areas. "Historical knowledge is immediate and tangible and offers
 
direct linkage to'new' historical interests which students tend to take seriously: ethnic
 
traditions; family history; and women's history. School studies are linked to the
 
experiences of the community, and place students in situations in which they must
 
interact with diverse groups of people, including parents, relatives, and neighbors.
 
Students exhibitimprovementin skills in planning snd organizing,oral interviewing or
 
questioning, interpersonal communication, and listening empathy"(Allen and Meyer,
 
Educators who use oral history as an educational tool in the classroom relate that
 
students receive many benefits through the use of oiral history and culturaljoumaUsm
 
projects (Schipper, 1982). The resulting virtues of oral history include academic
 
improvement,personal and social growth,and an increased awareness ofexternalfactors.
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Research has shown thatin the cognitive realm attitude has a direk^t relationship to
 
growth(Schipper, 1982). The use Of oral history in conjunction with skill instruction in
 
writing, reading, and graphics has shown improve
ment of student self-concepts and
 
positive changes in students'attitudes(Femekes,1983;Schipper, 1982). Effectiveuse of
 
this approach results in positive overall growtti of the student arid a successful
 
understanding and usage ofspecific skills. Mehaffy tod Sitton(1977)indicated that such
 
significant benefits resultfrom the implementation oforal history because it is a tool that
 
generates a greatdealofinterest with the students.
 
Theimplementation oforal history strategies offers a challenging and motivating
 
technique to actively involve students in their education. Oral history prpmpits the
 
heightened self-awareness of personal and social histories, increases feelings of self-

worth, and promotes the expansion of intercultural and intergroup uriderstandihg
 
(Femekes,1983); 1
 
The Language Experience Approach
 
The language experience approach is a reading methodology that is highly
 
organized,highly stractured,and systematic, but allows the teacher to teach without texts
 
(Veatch, 1983). It is a set of activities designed to seive one purpose— the instructional
 
use ofpupils'own language(Veatch,1983).
 
The language experience approach incpr]3orates children's language and
 
experiences to form an instructional framework for teaching reading, writing, a.nd
 
language skills. In using a language experience approach to instraction,teachers provide
 
experiences through which children can use language directly and immediately for
 
personal purposes or projects (Mehlville School District, 1983). In the language
 
experience approach, students dictate a story to their teacher about an experience they
 
have all shared. This story becomes the basis for vckcabulary and reading comprehension
 
(Kinney,1985).
 
In utilizing language experience strategy, ;he experience chart is the tangible
 
integration oflanguage and experience. Itis a mean:s ofcapturing the interest ofchildren
 
by tying their personal experiences to reading activities (Heilman, Blair, and Rupley,
 
1981). Developirig an experience chart can be a teacher-directed group activity, an
 
independent creative writing activity or a one-to-one instructional situation. The teacher
 
usually guides the students through the process.
 
From the pupils'ideas,the teacher writes on the board those ideas,repeating each
 
word as it is written (Veatch, 1983). This continues until four to five ideas have been
 
presented in sentence form. Talking is often one of'the best ways to help children who
 
have no ideas about what to write. It creates a "clomfort zone" by reducing fear and
 
motivating students to become eager and willing participants in their own writing process
 
(Mehlville School District, 1983). The teacher has helped to turn some of the "lived
 
world" of pupils into prose from which all manner ofliteracy skills can be developed
 
(Veatch,1983).
 
Language experience is an easily justified approach for a variety of reasons.
 
including the ideas that it supports the principles oflearning, it teaches to strengths, it
 
encompasses comprehension, and it can be used diagnostically (Christensen, 1984).
 
Informal evaluations and assessments ofindividual students can be accomplished within
 
the group situation. Such flexibility within the approach allows for an effective method
 
ofinstruction for individual needs as well as group inte
eraction.
 
Language experience meets a wide range Oj[ differences in the classroom and
 
provides each child with the level of material best sui
ited to his/her abilities and interests
 
(Ghristensen, 1984). For some students,these are the best reading materials because it is
 
whatthey have written or dictated(Rigg and,Kazemel
k,1985;Veatch,1983).
 
Research shows that a number of advantages and benefits are gained through the
 
implementation of the language experience approach. Students write the material
 
themselves using their vocabulary and language patterns(Kinney, 1985). Using the
 
vocabulary from experience charts in sentences! composed by students offers the
 
opportunity not only for developing creative writing, but reinforces good patterns of
 
English usage; tenses of verbs, punctuation, and styles of writing (Hart, 1982), In
 
addition, it encourages students to use many of their senses. They will be writing,
 
reading,listening and speaking about something they have actually experienced (Hall,
 
1981;Kinney,1983).
 
Instruction of specific academic skills, especially in reading and writing,can be
 
planned using the language experience approach. Appropriate strategies and activities
 
can be developed from the language experience material to meet the students'individual
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needs. The following reading skills can be addressed using this approach: recognizing
 
words in context, and phonic skills which include initial, medial,and final consonants,
 
long and short vowels,and beginning blends(Hart,1982).
 
A number of writing skills can be develtjped through the use of language
 
experience. Christensen(1984)suggested that studentsread and print all the letters ofthe
 
alphabet using the dictated story. Rhyming words, syllabication, and certain phonic
 
sounds and sound/symbol relationships may also be isolated for writing practice.
 
Language experience activities also lend themselves to addressing skills that combine
 
reading and writing, visual perception,visuul niotor])erception, auditory perception-and
 
discrimination, and language and verbal comprehtjnsion (Christensen, 1984). The
 
language experience approach combines the manyelements oflanguage acquisition.
 
Through the use of their Owii language, uhiltfreh afuiyely participate in their
 
learning. The language experience approach noton y integrates reading and writing with
 
spoken language,but it can also lead to reading published materials(Rigg and Kazemek,
 
on. ■; /■; ^ 
on the situational skill responses of 
different cultures. The literature suggests a more flexible, varying set of instructional 
circumstances. A thorough knowledge of children's cultural background and lifestyles is 
seen as essential to instruction. Through knowledge of these cultural issues and lifestyles, 
teachers can plan activities that capitalize on the linguistic strengths of children rather 
than emphasizing the areas of linguistic weakness. 
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 CHAPTRR TTTi
 
, I
 
DESIGN OFTRR STTTDY
 
Selection ofSubjects
 
Six LEP educators from the Hesperia Unified School District, Hesperia,
 
California, were selected to participate in this suivey. The six participants were all
 
female. They ranged in agefrom27-48 years.
 
The educational background of the LEP educators indicated all the participants
 
had completed some post-baccalaureate education! Of the six participants, four had
 
completed a Bachelor's degree and two had completelia Master's degree.
 
The years of experience the educators hav^ been involved in LEP education
 
rangedfrom one year to nine years. One had one year's experience,two had three years',
 
two had seven years'and one had nine years'.
 
i
 
TheLEP educators wereinvolved with or taught monolingual and bilingual
 
students. Studentsranged in agefrom six through twkve years ofage.
 
The demographic data ofthe sample teacher group is presented in TABLE 1.
 
Procedures
 
The subjects were given a copy ofthe instruct onal manual and a survey on which
 
to record their evaluation of the manual. The siuwej
 requested the participants to relay
 
pertinent demographic information, discussed in the
 previous section, and presented in
 
TABLET
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 TABLE 1
 
SIJRTRCTS
 
Female - 6
 
Male­ 0
 
EDUCATIONALRAnKGROTTND
 
Degree j Number
 
B.A.+Grad Credits
 4
 
M.S.
 2
 
PI1.D.
 0
 
Totalresponses
 
YEARS OFEXPERTENCF.
 
Year | Number
 
1
 1
 
3 , 2
 
7
 2
 
9
 1
 
STUDENTINFORMATION
 
LEP Students
 Number
 
Spanish only 7
 
Bilingual
 
Spanish^English 71
 
Bilingual
 
Russian-English 8
 
Other
 2
 
Total
 87
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 The survey consisted of four questions: a general reaction, identification of the
 
strengths and weaknesses ofthe manual,and discussion ofthe practical application ofthe
 
presented material. Thefour questions are listed in Table 2. The participants were asked
 
to read the manual and respond to each question in written form. Space was provided at
 
the end ofthe survey for the participants to make additional comments.
 
^ ' . 1 ■ ■ ■ . . . " ■ ; ■ ■ 
The manuals and surveys were personally distributed to and collected from the
 
LEP educators. All who were asked to participate in the survey complied with the request
 
resulting in a 100% return rate.
 
A description ofthe responses to each question on tlle survey is included in ChapterIV.
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TABLE2 
OUESTTONS 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Whatis your generalreaction to the manual? 
Are there any additions to the maijiual you feel are necessary? 
Are there any items you feel should be deleted? 
Can the manual assist in successfhlly meeting the educational needs of 
children classified as LEP? 
14
 
CHAPTER TV
 
RESULTS
 
A description ofthe results ofeach question ofthe survey follows. The focus of
 
this section is to determine how effective the marual would be when applied in LEP
 
education.
 
The participants were asked to respond,in written form, to four questions. A
 
description oftheresponsesfollow.
 
1. Whatis your general reaction to the manual?
 
.

The participants expressed a very positive reaction to the manual. All six
 
educators felt it was clearly written and wellorganized. Some ofthe commentsinclude:
 
"terrific,""It is an excellentidea,"and"I'm glad someonecompiled these."
 
One of the participants indicated a lack of knowledge of the topic. After
 
reading the instructional manual,she feltvery positive aboutthe strategies.
 
2. Are there any additions to the manual you feel are necessary?
 
The (iesign and format of the manual was generally well received. One
 
participantcommented that the manual might be more successful with LEP educators ifit
 
were presented in a less formal manner,e.g., less research documented. The remaining
 
additions were directed at specific details within the activities themselves. For example,
 
two educators felt a more complete definition of educational terms and more complete
 
directionsfor the preparation and procedureofsome acjtivities were necessary.
 
One participant suggested thata scope and sequence chart be developed and added
 
at the beginning of the manual to graphically portray oral history strategies. Two ofthe
 
participants stated that no additions to the manual were necessary.
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3. Are there anyitems you feelshould be
deleted?
 
All six participants stated that they felt the activities were pertinent, showed
 
variety, and met the objectives outlined in the introduction ofthe manual. No deletions
 
were suggested.
 
4. Can the manualassist in successfully meeting the educational needs of
 
children classifled asLEP?
 
All six educators stated thatthe manualcould be used effectively with children
 
identified as LEP. This question elicited the greatest number of comments. The
 
educators expressed a great deal of interest in the manual. Comments included: "The
 
activities are good for LEP children because it allows them to use their life experiences,
 
"This can definitely be used with our kids", and
 'The activities are great for LEP
 
children."
 
All six educators expressed interest and enthusiasm for the manual and for
 
application of the activities. Some participants stated that the activities were good for
 
children identified as LEP because it allowed them to
 use their life experiences. Thisfact
 
is important for all children, but especially children
 identified as LEP. Others felt the
 
manual was a good idea and were glad to see the variety in the activities and to havethem
 
collected in one manual.
 
Summarv ofResults
 
Overall,the results indicate that the manual can be effectively applied to enhance
 
the learning of children identified as LEP. The general reaction of the participants
 
indicates an interest in using the activities. Its design and presentation allows the
 
to be self-explanatory. The additions indicated were minimal,primarily in the details of
 
the activities. The educators indicated all ofthe suggested activities would be useful for
 
the child identified as LEP.
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CHAPTRR V
 
mscussiQN
 
The use of oral history strategies in LEP education integrates experiences of the
 
child identified as LEP with his educational setting. From the surveys completed for this
 
project it appears thatLEP educators support the iirplementation ofthis strategy to meet
 
the educational needs of this group of children. The learning activities presented in the
 
instructional manual have Strong practical application for success when used within the
 
confines ofLEPeducation.
 
One of the primary considerations in LEP education is to meet the specific
 
educational needs ofthis group ofchildren. The results ofthe study indicate that the use
 
of children's oral language for educational purpcoses is important for all children,
 
especially children identified as LEP. It is relevant for students because it places their
 
environment and culture at the center of investigation (Fernekes, 1983). The resulting
 
implications indicate that the students will be highly motivated and interested because
 
they will have written the story(Femekes,1983;Kiniiey, 1985).
 
The use of oral history strategies combines the use of oral history with the
 
language experience approach. Oral history encompasses any orally transmitted
 
communications that have been intentionally preserved to serve future generations
 
(Femekes, 1983). Language experience is a justified instructional approach due to the
 
fact that it supports the principles of learning, teaches to the students' strengths,
 
encompassesreading comprehension,and can be used diagnostically(Ghristensen, 1984).
 
In a language experience approach to instruction, teachers provide rich experiences
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through which children can use language directly and immediately for personal purposes
 
or projects(Mehlville SchoolDistrict, 1983).
 
Oral history strategies implementthe essencp ofthese two techniques for use with
 
a specific population and their educational needs. They involve children identified as
 
LEP more fully in their own education through thc! use of their oral language,personal
 
experiences, and a sensitive learning environment geared to small group and individual
 
instruction. This instruction is based on the theory that learning takes place ifthe learner
 
is able to relate new knowledge to something he aheady knows(Hart,1982).
 
As an educational techniquefor children identified as LEP,oral history strategies,
 
due to the language experience component^ can be used diagnostically to effectively
 
determine the needs ofindividual students. They can meeta wide range ofdifferences in
 
the classroom, as well as provide each child with
 the level of material suited to his
 
abilities and interests (Christensen, 1984). This is ^/ery appropriate for use in a special
 
education setting. It can also provide variety in a regular classroom situation,
 
Presentation ofthe same material should be done in a
s many ways as possible(Hendersen
 
and others, 1984). The use oflearning activities,as presented in the instructional manual,
 
are good for teaching skills that must be practiced over and over(Comings and Kahler,
 
1984).
 
It has become increasingly apparent throughout this study that the variety of
 
activities presented in the instructional manualcan be used with students ofdifferent ages
 
and abilities. The results indicate that this elementof the manual was ofimportance to
 
the LEP educators. Research indicates that oral history can be used with elementary
 
students(Schipper, 1982),as well as provide a link to fundamental sources ofadolescent
 
development and significantexperiencefor growth(Allen and Meyer,1978).
 
The results ofthe study indicate that the use oforal history strategies with children
 
identified as LEP would have practical applications. The activities should be used with
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children identified asLEPto determine their actual!
effectiveness. The children'sresponse
 
to the activities need to be assessed. Do they actively participate in their education? Can
 
the activities be used diagnostically? Do they acthially meet the grade level educational
 
needs?
 
Oral history prompts the heightened self-awareness of personal and social
 
histories, recognizes the importance of learning, increases feelings of self-worth, and
 
promotes the expansion ofintercultural and intergroup understanding(Femekes, 1983).
 
The instruction ofessential communication skills can be accomplished through the use of
 
oral history strategies, reflecting the linguistic and cultural backgrounds of children
 
identified as LEP.
 
Oral history strategies can enhance education. They can affect a wide variety of
 
areas and skills in education. The use oforal history in conjunction with skill instruction
 
in writing, reading, and graphics can affect social goals and student self-concept
 
(Femekes, 1983). It has been attributed to academic growth in word usage, writing,
 
editing, creative thought,and organization (Schipper, 1982). While this study concems
 
students identified as LEP,it is reasonable to expect
 use oforal history strategies would
 
be supportive of other student populations. The
 connection between oral history
 
strategies and self-concept makes these strategies a good area for further study or
 
research.
 
While this survey may heighten the awareness of LEP eduCators and introduce
 
new approaches to instmction for children identified as LEP,it is necessary to be aware
 
of the limited geographical area surveyed. Also, additional activities and strategies
 
directed toward the younger children identified as LEP would be beneficial. The design
 
should meet the developmental needs of this age group. It would provide increased
 
opportunitiesfor more parentalinvolvementin education.
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A variety of language arts skills are reinforced through the use of oral history
 
strategies. The required concepts and skills are an
integral element of this technique,as
 
documented by the research. The educational need5 ofchildren identified as LEP can be
 
directly addressed through the use oforal history. I enables the educator to turn some of
 
the "lived world" of pupils into prose from which all manner of literacy skills can be
 
developed(Veatch,1983).
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APPENDIX A
 
Instructional Manualto Oral Histoi^ Lesson Strategies
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Introduction to the Manual
 
Oral history has the potential to be a powerfulinstrumentin the educational process
 
of Limited English Proficient(LEP)children. The structure of the student's family
 
interactions and daily living experiences are incc•rporated into oral history strategies
 
providing accessible and relevant learning material An appropriate and comprehensive
 
instructional technique is developedfrom the learning material to address the educational
 
needs ofLEP children. They will have a personal
 interest in the message the material
 
conveys. All instruction is based on the theory that
leaming takes place if the learneris
 
able to relate new knowledge to something he already knows(Hart,1982).
 
The implernentation of oral history strategies in LEP education brings innovation
 
and motivation to more traditional curricula. It offers an exciting way to actively involve
 
students in their education, moving them beyond the confines of the classroom to deal
 
directly with people,places,and events in the real wolrld(Marchart,1979).
 
Second Language educators can easily incorporate the use oforal history into their
 
curricula. It requires neither sophisticated concepts i
nor technical expertise beyond that
 
which can easily be developedin the classroom(Mehaffyand Sitton, 1977).
 
Oral history strategies are demanding and comprehensive,forcing students to use
 
many of their educational skills. The methods and activities that constimte oral history
 
strategies challenge students in many directions and
 on many levels. It is claimed that
 
oral history is a worthwhile classroom technique for learning social science skills and
 
literacy skills(Kachaturoff, 1981). Fernekes(1983)noted that skills such as developing
 
concise and provocative questions, designing a research plan, inferring from interview
 
data, editing transcripts according to accepted literary standards, and developing an
 
organized and systematic approach to gathering data are representative ofthis approach.
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 Oral history combines the daily living experiences and social interactions of LEP
 
children with the required curriculum toform a realistic and manageable approach to their
 
education. The promise oforal history is that it can involve students in real processes of
 
' i -

discovery in search ofreal goals and so combine process and productin a real experience
 
(Cutler,Wigginton,Gallant,and Ives, 1983).
 
The purpose ofthis manual is to present various ways oral history strategies can be
 
used to enhance the learning ofSecond Language Students.
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NOTESFORSECONDLANGUAGEEDUCATORS
 
1. Teachers should feel confident in their own
 understanding ofthe methods oforal
 
history. This should precede any student
 involvement in the project (Cutler,
 
Wigginton,et al., 1973).
 
2. Teachers should be attentive to plahningy
 pplication and debriefing. Planning
 
should include defining immediate obi;edtives, hudience and questions.
 
Application is the enhancing ofdecision-maling sldlls. Debriefing should include
 
arialyzihg the collection of oral history, comparing items^d perspectives with
 
interviews and transferring datafrom oral to written(Allen and Meyer,1978).
 
3. Explain the overall oral history project to the students. Prepare them with basic
 
facts aboutthe topic being studied(Harris, 1978). When presenting the combined
 
language arts and social studies assignment to their class, Hirsch and Lewinger
 
(1975)stated that their students were asked to write a book based on interviews
 
with one ofthe oldest living membersoftheir families.
 
Discussion of each segment of the project should occur, in detail, at the
 
appropriate time. Hirsch and Lewinger(1975)advised educators to use the format
 
discussed in McGovem's book.If You Grew Up with Abraham T.inrnin They
 
also suggested reading excerptsfrom Foxfire Rook and Foxfire2
 
4. Oral history is utilized overextensive periodsoftime in the classroom,suggesting
 
that the training of students for the use of this technique cannot be done within
 
briefunits ofinstruction(Femekes,1983).
 
Such projects require dedication and commitmentby the educator to the task. It is
 
not strictly a social studies instructional technique. It is used in conjunction with
 
skill instruction in writing,reading,and graphics(Femekes,1983).
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 The noticeable time element does not m^e the use of oral history strategies
 
unwieldy or overwhelming. It does require well-thought-out plans that are
 
sequential,organized,and presented in an age-appropriate fashion.
 
5. Educators should be aware thatit will be nec;essary to spend a sufficient amountof
 
instructional time preparing the students in proper interviewing techniques, the
 
i
 
actual interview,preparationfor an intervievf,and the procedurefor preserving the
 
information obtained during the interview, ffirsch and Lewinger(1975)suggested
 
the educatorconducta modelinterview in th<5 classroom to demonstrate the proper
 
technique.
 
6. Teachers must realize that the quality of the interviews conducted by elementary
 
students may be less than satisfactory asjudged by the standards of professional
 
I
 
oral historians(Machart,1979). I
 
■ 1 , ■ ■ 
7. Utilize primary source data under the carefiil guidance ofthe teacher(Machart,
 
1979). i
 
i
 
8. Oral history can help participants develop 
I 
increased empathy, respect, and
 
understanding regarding diverse groups(Femekes,1983).
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 ORALfflSTORYSTRATEGIES
 
Activity 1 Personal Narratives
 
For use with students in grades K-3.
 
This activity can be used with smdents in the
 summer program and the in-school
 
classroom program. Itis designed for small and lar,
ge group instruction.
 
Activity2 Oral Narration
 
For use with students in grades K-3.
 
This activity can be used with students in the summer program,bilingual component,and
 
I ■ ■ ­
the in-schoolclassroom program. Itis designed for ^mall group instmction.
 
Activity3 Retelling Stories
 
For use with readers and pre-readers.
 
This activity can be used with students in a parenting program,the in-school classroom
 
program,the bilingual program,and the summer program. It is designed for small group
 
instruction.
 
Activity4 Reading One's Own T^anguage
 
For use with beginning readers.
 
This activity can be used with students in the bilingui
al component, and the in-school
 
classroom program. Itis designed for a one-to-one insi
tructional situation.
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Activity5 Language Experience Chart
 
For use with beginning readers.
 
Thisactivity can be used with students in the sumii|ier program,the bilingual component,
 
and the in-school classroom program. Itis designedfor small and large group instruction.
 
Activity6 Writing a Language Experience Chart
 
For use with students grades 1-3.
 
This activity can be used with students in the summer program,the bilingual componerit,
 
and the in-school classroom progra.m. It,is designedIfor small and large group instruction.
 
Activitv7 Letter Tracing
 
For use with studentsjust beginning to read and write
 
This activity can be used with students in the summer program,the bilingual component,
 
and thein-school classroom program. Itis designed for small and large group instruction.
 
Activitv8 Recording Stories
 
For use with beginning readers.
 
This activity can be used with students in the summer
program,the bilingual component,
 
and the in-school classroom program. It is designed for small group and one-to­
one
 
instruction.
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Activity9 Dictated Stories: Multittle Copies
 
For use with students in grades K-3.
 
This activity can be used with students in the summer program^ the bilingual component,
 
and the in-school classroom program. It is designed for small and large group instruction
 
and one-to-one instructional situation. J
 
Activity 10 Patterned Sentences
 
This activity can be used with students in the bilingual component, the parenting
 
component, and the in-school classroom program and the summer program. It is
 
Activity 11 Patterned Sentence Stories
 
For use with beginning readers.
 
This activity can be used with students in the bilingual component, a parenting
 
component,the in-school classroom program and the smnmer program. It is designed for
 
small and large group instruction. 1
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Activity 12 Writing Patterned Sentences
 
For use with beginning readers.
 
This activity can be used with students in thb bilingual component, a parenting
 
component,the in-school classroom program,and tle summerprogram. Itis designedfor
 
small and large group instruction.
 
Activity 13 Reading Patterned Sentcnnes
 
For use with beginning readers.
 
This activity can be used with students in the1 bilingual component, a parenting
 
component,the in-school classroom program,and thp summer program. Itis designed for
 
small and large group instruction.
 
Activity 14 Dialogue Journals
 
For use with beginning writers and with students through grade 12.
 
This activity can be used with students in the in-schctol classroom program,the bilingual
 
program, and the summer program. It is designed
 for one-to-one interaction between
 
teacher and studentin alarge or small group situation
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Activity 15 Extending the Language Exnericnce Approach
 
For use with beginning writers and with students through grade 12.
 
This activity can be used with students in the tjilingual component and the summer
 
I
 
program. There must be access to a computer. It is designed for small group instruction
 
with some one-to-one instruction. I
 
Activitv 16 Stvles ofWriting
 
For use with students in grades 1^6.
 
This activity can be used with students in the sumnker program,the in-school classroom
 
program, and the bilingual component. It is desigied for small group instruction with
 
some individual instruction. I
 
Activitv 17 Svnonvms
 
For use with students in grades 4-8.
 
This activity can be used in the summer program,the bilingual component,and the in-

school classroom program. It is designed for l^ge group instruction with some
 
independent activity required.
 
Activitv 18 The Familv Is the Cnm'cnlnm
 
For use with studentsin grades 4-8.
 
The activity can be used in the summer program and the in-school classroom program. It
 
is a comprehensive strategy requiring a strong commitment from the instructor. It is
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designed fof large ^ oup insliiictipn^ small gremp instruction^ independent work by
 
Activity 19 Sharing Personal Narratives
 
For use with studentsin grades 7-12,
 
This activity can be usedin the summer program ard the in-schoolclassroom program. It
 
is designed for small group instruction.
 
Activity20 Sharing Oral T.iteratnm
 
For use with studentsin grades 7-12.
 
This activity can be usedin the summer program and the in-school classroom program. It
 
is
 
Activity 21 Enhancing Understanding ofCharacter in T.iteratnrf^
 
Forusewithstildentsingrades7'12. j
 
This activity can be used in the in-school classroom program and the summer program. It
 
is
 
Activity 22 Publishing a VolumeofF.ssavs
 
For use with studentsin grades 7-12.
 
This activity can be used in the summer program and
 the in-schoolclassroom program. It
 
is Itrequires a cooperative attitude.
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 ACTTVTTY 1 PERSONAT.NARRATTVRS
 
Elementary students should be encouraged to use their oral language in a variety of
 
settings and situations within the curriculum. Familiar interactions with family meinbers
 
should be the original basis for this strategy. As students become more proficient and
 
confident with the procedure,the narratives will begin to encompass other aspects oftheir
 
i ■ 
interactions. This strategy is designed for use withjstudents in grades K-3.
 
SKILL:	 Following sequential order.
 
OBJECTIVES:	 The student will present personal narratives that follow a
 
chronological order.
 
GOAL:
 Toidentify cause/effect relation^ships.
 
To presentan accurate descriptive accountofan experience
 
MATERIALS: 	 A photograph ofeach student
 
Taperecorder.
 
Large pieces ofpaper and markers.
 
PREPARATION: 	1. Each child will bring in a photograph ofhimselfor hisfamily.
 
2. The class will be advised ofand discuss the appropriate behavior
 
to be demonstrated while a classmate ismaking a presentation.
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Morrow(1985)recommended thefollowing classroi>om application ofthis strategy:
 
1. Arrange studentsin a horse;
!shoe with the speaker seated so all can
 
see.
 
2. The speaker will presentthe photograph so it is visible by all. He
 
tells the class what happemed before the photograph was taken,
 
what is occurring in th picture, and the events after the
 
photograph. If the studenti chooses,he may describe what might
 
! ' ■ ' ' 	 ' ■ ■ ■ . ' 
happen next.
 
3. Questionsfrom other students are encouraged.
 
4. The presentation may be recorded forfuture use.
 
EXTENSION: 1. 	Transcribe the recorded accounts. The stories may be used for
 
creative writing exercis'ps, sequencing activities, or for
 
experience in identifying the use ofdescriptive language.
 
i • .
 
2. The stories may 	be usJd as reinforcement activities for
 
identifying the sequence of events in a story and causal
 
relationships.
 
ACTIVITY2 ORALNARRATION
 
This activity is designed for use with grades K-3
 
SKILL: Oral Narration.
 
OBJECTIVE: The student will relate a story
 
GOAL: To encourage oral expression.
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EXTENSION: Display the illustrations and stories around the classroom. Ask a
 
student to recount the story he recorded. This may occur for a
 
few days after the completion ofthe activity.
 
ACTIVITY3	 RETELLING STORIES
 
Educators have long recognized that reading to young children helps them to assimilate
 
sophisticated language structures, accumulate background information, and develop
 
interestin learning to read(Morrow,1985).
 
Requiring children to actively participate in the literature, as authors and/or characters
 
willfurdier interestthem in the literary process.
 
Acknowledgment and recognition of a student's work by classmates and educators is
 
highly motivating. Reading student-dictated oral histories ofdaily experiences in school,
 
at home or in the field neatly incorporates the student into his education. This strategy
 
may be used with readers and pre-readers.
 
SKILL:	 Retelling stories.
 
OBJECTIVE: 	 The student will identify the major sequence ofevents in the story
 
GOAL:	 Toenhance comprehension^ toimprove orallanguage ability.
 
Toincrease awarenessofstory stracture.
 
MATERIALS: 	 A posted checklistfor oral narratives.
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PREPARATION: 	1. The educator should prepare a story to relate to the students.
 
2. Make a poster 	listing the important elements of an Oral
 
Narrative.
 
a. Is the story real and true?
 
b. Doesit have a beginning,a middle,and an end?
 
c. Is itin chronological order?
 
d. Whatdid you enjoy aboutthe story?
 
PROCEDURE:	 Morrow(1985)recommended thefollowing classroom application of
 
this activity.
 
1. Discuss the checklistfor Oral Narratives with the students.
 
2. Relate a story. Review the checklist, discussing the presence of
 
each element in the model'ed narrative. Encourage discussion
 
and questionsfrom the students.
 
3. Divide the class in pairs. Instruct the class to tell each other a
 
story. Stories must be real and factual. The experience must be
 
the student'sor someone he mows.
 
4. Check each group. Some students will need prompting or other
 
assistance when relating the narrative.
 
5. When all the students have tlld their stories, ask them to briefly
 
retell their partner's story.
 
6. Instract the students to choose one of the stories they heard and
 
write it down. Students still at the pre-writing level should draw
 
an illustration ofthe story.
 
MATERIALS: 	 Story - published literature
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- student-dictated or sjtudent-written story
 
. ■ ■ ■ ■ . ! ■ ■ ■ 
. ' . , , I , ■ . 
! ■ 
PREPARATION: 1. 	Teacher should be thoroughly familiar with the material, A
 
pertinentformat and important questions should be designed for a
 
discussion before and after reading the story.
 
2. The educator should be farniliar with the instractional techniques
 
in implementing a directed reading/thinking activity.
 
PROCEDURE: Morrow (1985) recommended the following application of this
 
strategy. 
I ■ ^ ' . ■ ■ 
1. 	Allow children to retell stories of experiences that happened to
 
them or stories that have been told to them.
 
2. 	Guide their retelling.
 
3. 	Promptretelling generally.
 
I ' 	 .
 
4. When student needs assistance, ask gently, "Then what
 
happened?"or"Whatcomes;next?".
 
5. Do not expect complete rdconstruction of structural elements
 
from those in nursery school or kindergarten.
 
6. 	The discussion questions and length ofdiscussion should be age-

appropriate.
 
7. 	Pose questions and discussio^ topics. Later guide students to do
 
it themselves.
 
Guided practice and repetition of the strategy will assist students in
 
improving their ability to identify the major elements ofa story and
 
their awareness ofthe structures that comprise a story.
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Morrow(1985)noted some valuable techniques to be used with pre­
readers:
 
a. Letting emergentreaders retell stories is a valid and valuable
 
instructional technique. Quiding them in the re-telling is even
 
better as children can become actively involved in literature
 
experiences. A directed reading activity is useful for instruction
 
ofpre-readers as well as readers.
 
b. Both retellings and guided discussions are likely to result in
 
development of comprehension, a sense ofstory structure, and
 
oral complexity in the use oflanguages.
 
ACTIVITY4 READING ONE'SOWNLANGTTArTF.
 
This activity is designed for use with beginning
 readers preferably in a one-to-one
 
situation.
 
SKILL: Telling a story.
 
OBJECTIVE: The student willread a story he produced.
 
GOAL:
 Toimprove thefluency oforalreading.
 
Toincrease the student's sight-wLrd vocabulary.
 
MATERIALS: Lined paper
 
Pencil
 
Tape recorder
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PREPARATION: 1. 	Determine general topics or design an interaction that will
 
encourage student participation.
 
2. 	Assemble tape recorder and check to see that it works properly.
 
PROCEDURE: 	 Cohen (1981) suggested tlie following sequence of teaching
 
strategies when using the language experience approach.
 
1. 	Give the student an overview ofthe activity and whatis expected
 
ofhim and whathe will be!doing.
 
2. 	Discuss the topic or situatilan that will begin to elicit a stoiy from
 
the student. 	 !
 
3. Write down the story exact y as the student tells it. Do not make
 
any corrections.
 
4. 	Read each sentence aloud.
 Then have the student read it aloud. 
If he recognizes structural iiregularities in the sentence,make the 
I ' ' ■ ■necessary corrections. Dojnot allow the student to repeatedly
 
read a significant error, ^ake the correction and explain the
 
j ■ ■ 
reasonfor it. 
5. Read the unknown words using the sight-word technique. It may
 
be helpful to putsome difficult wordson flashcards.
 
6. 	Have the studentread the story until he can do it smoothly.
 
7. The tutor will tape record his reading ofthe narrative.
 
The student will do the same.
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EXTENSION: 1. Have the studentread the narrative silently, while listening to the
 
tape.
 
2. Have the student listen to the tape and transcribe his Story. The
 
written transcript should be read by the tutor and any errors
 
corrected.
 
ACTIVITY#5 LANGUAGEEXPERIENCECHART
 
Despite massive and gross misunderstanding,this
 activity of pupil-teacher dictation has
 
the greatest potential for teaching reading(Veatch, 1983). A student's experiences can be
 
easily incorporated into the curriculum using language charts.
 
This activity is designed for use with beginning readers
 
SKILL:	 Presenting originalideas.
 
OBJECTIVE: 	 The student will participate in a language experience activity.
 
GOAL:	 To contribute ideas, suggestions, or detail to a group language
 
experience.
 
MATERIALS: 	 Blackboard
 
Chalk
 
PREPARATION: Prepare a number ofquestions or statements that will elicit topic
 
ideasfrom the students.
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 PROCEDURE: Veatch(1983)suggested the following sequence for application of
 
this shrategy.
 
1. Center students around the teacher and blackboard. The teacher
 
1
 
begins the activity withja question or statement designed to
 
i
 
encourage discussionfrom the students.
 
2. The educator decides which topic will provide the most dynamic
 
materialfrom which instruction can ensue.
 
3. Talk with the student to get more information and details to
 
include in the language experience chart. Encourage the other
 
I
 
students tocontribute. !
 
i
 
!
 
4. The teacher records the students'ideas on the board,repeating
 
each word as it is written. This continues until4or5 sentences
 
have been recorded. A chartof60-70 words has been developed.
 
5. A series of questions relating various reading skills to the chart
 
should be asked.
 
a. Whocan find a word that begins with the same letter as then-

name? 	 1
 
1 ■ . 	 ■■ , ■ , . ■ ■ ^ 
b. Whose idea was this lind? Can you read yourown line? Can
 
you read someone else's?
 
c. 	Whocan findsome word that are exactly alike? How many?
 
Can you read one ofthe hnes they are in?
 
d. Are there any words thatrhyme?
 
e. Whocanread the whole dhart?
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EXTENSION: Have the students copy the chart. Pair the students so that each
 
group has afairly proficientreader and have the studentsread the
 
chartto their partner.
 
NOTE:	 As a result of this activity, the teacher has turned some ofthe"lived
 
world"of the students into prose from which all manner of literary
 
skills can be developed(Veatch,1983).
 
activity#6 	 WRITING A LANGUAGEEXPRRTF.NrF.STORV
 
Language experience stories are certainly highly ^personal, which is what provides the
 
incentive to acquisition without "motivation" in|the hyped-up sense (Veatch, 1983).
 
Original stories will reflect the experiences and daily interactions of LEP children
 
bringing a point of reference into their education. More learning will occur when the
 
studentcan relate the new information to something he already knows(Hart,1982). This
 
activity is designed for use with children in grades l'r3.
 
SIQLL:	 Writing a story.
 
OBJECTIVE: 	 The student will create an origina
l story.
 
GOAL:	 To use the student's ownlanguagefor instructional purposes.
 
To produce a story drawn from the student's own experiences.
 
MATERIALS:	 Paper
 
Lined index cards
 
Pencil
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PREPARATION:	 Selecta numberofcompleted language experience charts.
 
These will be used by the studentsforreference.
 
PROCEDURE: 1. 	Review the language experience charts with the students.
 
Remind them that the charts are only to be used for reference. If
 
they get stuck,perhaps th^ word they need is on one ofthe charts.
 
The story line should not be copiedfrom the chart.
 
2. Direct the students to think ofa story oftheir own.
 
3. Only a minimal amount of|conversation between students should
 
be tolerated.
 
4. Read through each student's story as it is completed. The
 
students should then reread their stories,thinking about the words
 
and ideas they used. Theyire to write down on index cards all of
 
the words they like best.
 
EXTENSION:	 The word cards can be incorporated into a word bank. Students
 
can then use this for referejnce, for correct spelling, ideas, and
 
synonyms when writing stores.
 
ACTIVITY#7 LETTER TRACING
 
This activity is designed for those studentsjust beginning to read and write.
 
SKILL: Tracing letters and words.
 
OBJECTIVE: The student will identify wordsfrkm his word list
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 GOAL: Toexpand the student's reading vocabulary.
 
MATERIALS: Tracing paper	 Sand tray
 
Pencils
 Glue
 
Large cards Construction paper
 
Markers Lined paper
 
PREPARATION:	 Copy the vocabulary words from the language experience chart
 
onto large cards, tracing ijaper and construction paper. Veatch
 
(1983) maintained that aftfer tracing, copying, and other similar
 
activities,children rarely fdrgettheir own words.
 
PROCEDURE: 1. 	Isolate letters, words,and sdunds that are difficultfor the student.
 
I . ' ■ 
Place the cards that contain these words in front of the student.
 
Select an appropriate medium for the child to use to trace his
 
word list. i
 
2. Have the student copy his words. He should be encouraged to
 
silently recite each word(letter or sound)as it is written.
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ACTIVITY#R RECORDINGSTORmS
 
This activity Gonsists ofrecording
 
stones
 
as a 
,1982X
 
This activity is designed for use with begihningfekders.
 
SKILL; Dictates/records stdry.
 
OBJECTiyE: The student yih match wor^s, identifying sinhlar and^^^^^
 
words. ■; 
GOALS: To increase individual vocabulary. 
a defnonstration 
copy. 
MATERIALS: Flashcards 
I:. ;'..Marker^ ,i'■ 
Large p^er^f^^ 
PREPARATION: Record a story for individual Students on Day 1of the activity: 
PROCEDURE. 1. Read the narrative with the students. Note the words that pose 
difficulties for the student 
45 
2. Remove the flashcards that correspond to the words on the list.
 
Use the cards for comparing those words to like words in the
 
demonstration cQpy ofthe story.
 
3. This can also be used asigroup exercise.
 
EXTENSION:
 5. The words
 
should be used in a senteiice. This can be written by the student
 
or teacher and then illustrated.
 
ACTIVITY#9 DICTATED STORIES: MITtIttPT F COPTRS
 
This activity is designed for studentsin grades K-3.
 
SKILL:	 Encourages exploration oflanguage.
 
OBJECTIVE: 	 This student will use his language in a variety ofways
 
GOAL:	 Toexpand vocabulary.
 
To use wordsin different contexts
 
MATERIALS:	 Blackboard
 
Chalk
 
Blocked paper
 
Pens
 
Ditto master
 
Ditto machine
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PREPARATION: 1. The student will dictate an experience to the tutor/teacher or a
 
peer. ■ 	 . , ' 
2. It is printed on a master sheet. The author is to provide
 
appropriate illustrations.
 
3. 	Multiple copies are made from this.
 
PROCEDURE: Hard(1982)recommends the following classroom application ofthis
 
skill.
 
1. 	Give copies ofthe dictated experience to the class. Each student
 
will be given the opportunity to dictate a story. These can all be
 
combinedin a bookform.
 
2. 	Distribute blocked paper.
 
3. 	The students are to copy jthe vocabulary of the story onto the
 
paper—-one word per space.
 
4. The paper is then cutinto individual word cards. The word cards
 
can be mounted on oaktag or card stock to make them more
 
durable.
 
5. 	The word cards can be used to develop the following reading
 
skills.
 
a. 	Word matching-—recognizing the word in context.
 
b. 	Flash card drills —recognizing the word outofcontext.
 
c. 	Alphabetizing/dictionary skills — putting the words in
 
alphabetical order.
 
d. Phonics — initial sounds^; final sounds; medial sounds; long
 
and short vowel sounds;|)eginning blends; constructing new
 
words by changing theiniW sound.
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e. Syllabication.
 
EXTENSION: 1.
 stories can be used
 
as a basisforcreative writing and reinforcementofwilting skills.
 
Have the student choose a word from his story and write a
 
sentence. The word should be used in a different context than it
 
was used in the story. Phrases and sentences can be used in the
 
same way.,;
 
2. Select a particularly interesting and open-ended sentence from
 
one ofthe stories. Write i': on the board. The students are to use
 
this sentence asthe opening sentence ofa story.
 
AGTlVlTY#in PATTERNED SF.NTF.NrRS j
 
■'In a variant of the Language Experience Approach, teachers can provide a simple model 
forr^etitive sentences about an interesting object|or experience);This provides varied 
readiness training with meaningful materials'Y(Gombs, 1984; p. 178). Objects ^d 
personal experiences can be used interchangeably in this strategy. Gommunication arts 
can . Expandingit subtly encompasses a 
variety of oral language. 
This activity is designed for use with the pre-readers and beginning readers. 
SKILL: Develops concepts about print. 
OBJEGTIVE: The students will leam to write patterned sentence stories 
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GOAL:
 in repetitive
 
sentences.
 
To identify the various
 
in
 
MATERIALS: Pencils
 
Blackboard
 
Blocked paper
 
Lined paper
 
Chalk
 
PREPARATION: 1. Selecta subjectfor a grOupjdictated story experience
 
2. 	Develop afew sample patterned sentences.
 
3. 	Provide samples of print
 using both lined paper and blocked
 
paper. ,
 
PROCEDURE:
 
this strategy.
 
1. 	The first story experience should be done by the group. Model
 
for the children the process of composing patterned sentences.
 
Choose a pattern like: "I have ." It will be repeated
 
as children form predictable sentences.
 
2. Encourage the students to(a)locate the initial or final letter in a
 
word,(b)identify all the words in the sentences that begin and/or
 
end with the same letter/sound,(c)locate a word and place their
 
hands around it to see word boundaries and the difference
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between words and ikters, and (d) differentiate between
 
uppercase and lowercase letters.
 
3. 	Gall attention to the following concepts about print:
 
a. 	The order in which letters in a word are written.
 
b. 	Wordsin a sentence are written left to right.
 
c. 	Spacesin sentences separate words.
 
d. 	Sentences begin with a capital letter. It indicates the
 
presentation ofa new idea and acomplete thought.
 
e. 	Sentences end with a period.
 
ACTIVITY#11 PATTERNED SRNTF.NrF.STh^TFS
 
This activity is designed for use with beginning readirs.""
 
SKILL: The student willrecognize wordsin print.
 
OBJECTIVE: The student willrecognize individual words.
 
GOAL: To prepare children to write their Own patterned sentences.
 
MATERIALS: Large cards
 
Markers
 
PREPARATION: 1. Makelarge Cards that show the Jattemed sentence.
 
2. 	Makelarge cards that show each student's response.
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PROeEDURE: Combs(1982)recommende^the following classroom application of
 
this strategy:
 
1. Display the sentencecard!
 
2. Encourage the students td point to the individual words as they
 
read the patterned sentencel
 
3. Reinforce the concept that meflow oftheir speech should match
 
the actofpointing to each word.
 
ACTIVITY#12 WRITINGPATTERNRD SENTmNrES
 
This activity is designed to be used with beginning readers.
 
SKILL: Writing pattemed sentences;
 
OBJECUVE: Toexpand students'reading and wkting vocabulary.
 
MATERIALS: Large blank cards Pencils 
Markers Crayons 
Paper 
PREPARATION: 1. Selecta numberofpatterned sentences. Display them on cards.
 
2. Duplicate the sentence on the lower half of a sheet of paper.
 
Leave a blank space for the sentence to be completed. The print
 
and style should be age-appropriate.
 
PROCEDURE: 1. Read the sentence cards with the students. Advise them that they
 
will only receive one ofthem.
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2. Distribute the patterned sentences.
 
3. The students will complke the sentence with one of their own
 
words.
 
4. On the upper half of the paper the students are to illustrate their
 
stories.
 
EXTENSION; Arrange the class in a semi-circ|e. Ask students to share their stories
 
with the class.
 
ACTIVITY#13 READINGPATTERNED STOrItES
 
This activity may be used with beginning readers.
 
"Too often, with young children, we expect all readirlg skills to be mastered before we
 
introduce meaningful opportunities to read. Patterned sentence writing allows children
 
who lack some of the readiness skills to participate i^ a meaningful print experience"
 
(Combs,1984,p. 180).
 
SKILL: Reading patterned sentences.
 
OBJECTIVE: The student will read his sentence.
 
GOAL: Toimprove reading comprehension.
 
Toincrease reading vocabulary.
 
MATERIALS: Paper
 
Pencils
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PREPARATION:	 Prepare eight cohesive sentences for the students to complete,
 
four sentences per paper! Topics for writing and experiences
 
should be varied widely according to the children's interests and
 
experiences (Combs, 1984). Use the students' language
 
experience sheets and oral narrativesfor relevant topics.
 
PROCEDURE: 1. 	Have the students work in pairs. Distribute one copy ofeach set
 
ofsentences per group.
 
2. After the students have completed the sentences, have them red
 
their stories to their partners.
 
EXTENSION:	 Gutapartthe sentences. Glue each sentence onto a separate piece
 
of paper. Have the students illustrate the sentence. Bind the
 
pages togetherinto a book.
 
NOTE:	 As the writing experience progresses during the year, the
 
and language concepts to help children add variety and
 
complexity to their sentence patterns(Combs,1984).
 
ACTIVITY#14 DIALOG!TR TOTTRNAT S!
 
The purpose of using dialogue journals is to change non-writers into writers (Hayes,
 
1985). Dialoguejournals provide a non-threatening environmentfor beginning writers to
 
experiment with and experience their own creativity. They require students to use many
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different skills on a variety of levels, concentrating on their strengths and encouraging
 
more use of weaker skills.
 
The strength of dialogue journals is found in the students showing improvement in a
 
larger number ofrelated skills. "Their fluency indreases over time. As they write,they
 
become better writers: The length of each daily entry increased, spelling, punctuation,
 
organization,and legibility improved,and their paperslooked better"(Hayes,1985,p.6).
 
This activity is designed for use with beginning writers and students through grade 12.
 
SKILL:	 Improvesfluency in writing.
 
OBJECTIVE: 	 The student wUl write daily in ajoWal.
 
GOAL:	 Toimprove writing skills.
 
To develop a sense ofsuccess in writing.
 
MATERIALS: 	 Journal
 
Pencil
 
Pen
 
PREPARATION:	 Educatorresponds to entries daily. Certain restrictions apply: (a)
 
never edit or correct mistakes,(b)always respond to their focus,
 
(c)respond in clear,understandable language.
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 PROCEDURE:	 Hayes(1985)recommended the following procedure when using
 
^aloguejpurn^sin the classiopmJ ;
 
1. 	Ask students to write 3 lines hbou^^ of their choice —
 
experiences in school,at home,in the fields,day-to-day activities
 
with their fanrilies^ They^M context and focusfor
 
the daily entries. StudentsWerequired to write for 15 minutes a
 
2. The teacher arls\^^ ihWelines of writing. Asthe students'
 
entries get longer and their fluency increases, the educator's
 
responses should increase in length and complexity.
 
3. Mostofthe errors shonlfl taVpUare oftheiriselves. Theremaining
 
Spelling, piinctuation and stlructural errors can be discreetly
 
addressed by the educator. Correct usage ofspelling punctuation
 
and stmcture can be modeled in the teacher's responses. Students
 
can underline difficult words. These can be used correctly in the
 
V	 reply, 'y
 
4. 	It is found that the use of dialogue journals provides a natural
 
language exchange between the participants and a sense of
 
audience. They help develop a positive self-image for the
 
students; their work is addressed but not criticized. A reading
 
lesson is provided every day. The student has to read what the
 
teacher writes in order to respond orcomment.
 
ACTIVITY#15 	 EXTENDING THE T.ANCtIJAGF.F.yPF.RTRNCF.APPROAPR
 
h beyond what the teacher
 
can do alone (Wangberg, 1984).
 Incorporating the 	use of a computer into daily
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instruction releases the studentfrom standard drill and practice techniques. The necessary
 
instruction is given, yet the format holds the stud|ent's attention and creates a motivating
 
environment.
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This activity is designed for beginning readers.
 
SKILL:	 Using a computertoincorporate the student's language in his creative
 
writing.
 
OBJECTIVE:	 The student will create an original text using a computer program
 
and teacher designed material.
 
GOAL:	 Torefine and edit written narratiye.
 
To encourage written expression.
 
MATERIALS:	 Computer
 
Audio cassette
 
Written instruction
 
PREPARATION: 1. 	Assemble computer program,auffio cassette player,and tape with
 
coordinating instructions. Testequipment.
 
2. Prepare a list oftopics ofinterestforthe student.
 
PROCEDURE:	 Wangberg(1984)suggested the follokving classroom application of
 
this activity.
 
1. Present the student with a list of Jppics that are of interest and
 
thatrelate to his experiences. Havethe studentchoose a topic.
 
2. The student should enter his or her thoughts into the computer.
 
3. Develop, edit and refine the narrative through questions and
 
prompts given by the computer. Each lesson is accompanied by
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an audio cassette^ It presents the lesson and further instruction to
 
the studentifnecessary.
 
4. After each computer lesslpn, the student and teacher review the
 
te^t,discuss it,and make any additions orcorrections.
 
5. Advise the computer to print out a copy of the original text, the
 
edited edition,and a list ofthe words used.
 
EXTENSION: 1. The teacher shouldreview the word list with the student weekly.
 
2. Discuss the narratives and text written during the week.
 
ACTIVITY#16 STYLES OFWRTTTNO
 
Using stories' vocabulary in sentences composed by students offers the opportunity not
 
onlyfor developing creative writing,butreinforcing good patterns ofEnglish usage,verb
 
tenses,punctuation,and styles of writing(Hart,1982).
 
This activity is designed for use with studentsin grades 1-6.
 
SKILL: Introduceslanguage structure.
 
OBJECTIVE: The student will identify language structure within his or her own
 
writing.
 
GOAL:
 Toreinforce good patterns ofEnglish usi^ge in creative writing.
 
Todevelop creative writing skills.
 
Toimprove handwriting.
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MATERIALS: Copies ofstudent-written stories,narrative and essays
 
. . Pencil
 
.	 Markers;, '-j... .
 
Teacher-inade learning activities
 
PREPARATION: 1. Have the student write or dictate a story.
 
2. Prepare a lesson on verb tenses, punctuation, parts of speech,
 
styles ofwriting,or handwriting.
 
3. 	Distribute copies ofthe passage to be used with thelesson.
 
PROCEDURE: Hart(1982)recommended the following classroom application of
 
this skill.
 
1. Plan carefully to elicit vocabulary in the students'stories that will
 
provide a better basis for phonics instruction, verb tense, and
 
parts of speech. Almost every beginning sound and blend, a
 
variety of verb tenses, and different uses of punctuation can be
 
included in the vocabulary.
 
2. Present the lesson. Ask the students to identify various examples
 
ofthe topic presented by underlining or circling them.
 
3. 	Discuss the various responses, reinforcing the criteria of the
 
lesson.
 
4. Follow the discussion with a lesson on manuscript or cursive
 
handwriting. Outline a separate lesson on each letter of the
 
alphabet. The students' vocabulary is to be used as a basis for
 
teaching or reviewing handwriting skills.
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ACTIVITY#17 	 SYNONYMS
 
"For some students,the bestreading material is whatthey have written or dictated. This
 
approach has the same basic requirements ofany writing. There has to be something to
 
say,someone to say it to,some reason written language is more appropriate than spoken
 
for;this message and audience"(Rigg and Kazenek, 1985,p. 730). Student developed
 
reading materials use familiar language vocabulary and sentence structure. It is directed
 
le language experience approach not
 
rage, but it can also lead to reading
 
published materials(Rigg and Kazenek,1985). This is the goal which students work to
 
attain. This activity is designed for use with studentsin grades 4-8.
 
SKILL:	 Identifies synonyms.
 
OBJECTIVE. 	 The student will select an appropriate synonymin a cloze exercise.
 
GOAL:	 Tocomplete cloze activities using a variety ofsynonyms.
 
Toreread materialfor greatercomprehension.
 
MATERIALS:	 Student-dictated passages
 
Appropriate published literature
 
Cloze activities
 
Vocabulary list
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PREPARATION: 1. The educator should be ijhoroughly familiar with the passages to
 
be usedfor instruction.
 
2. Constructa vocabulary lis't
 
3. Design a cloze activity rdlated to the passage that incorporates
 
many ofthe wordson the vocabulary list.
 
PROCEDURE:
 Rigg and Kazenek (1985)recommended the following classroom
 
application ofthis skUl.
 
1. Distribute the selected passage. Ask the students to keep a list of
 
words that present difficulty or are unfarniliar to them. Put this
 
aside. It is to be used for a word bank and referenceitem.
 
2. Reread the material. The pt|rpose of this step is to prevent
 
fragmentation ofthe material. Rereading makes the materialever
 
more predictable and therefore easier to read.
 
3. Present a cloze activity. Carefully select words that have many
 
synonymsand are easily predictable. This will aid the students in
 
successfulcompletion ofthe activity. The previously constructed
 
word list may be used for reference at this point if the student is
 
experiencing difficulty with a particular statement. Otherwise the
 
word should be takenfrom theirown vocabulary.
 
4. Discuss the activity. Record the vanous responses on the board
 
showing that no one answer is ccirrect. It is important that
 
students learn to consider the whole context before deciding
 
which word or phrase is the best choLc. It will help them when
 
reading difficult material. Hopefully]they will be more willing
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to guess at the meaninglof a word and continue: reading,rather
 
than stop becausethey don'tknowacertain word.
 
ACTTVTTY#1S THEFAMn.YTSTl^CITRAriTT TTM
 
Hirsch and Lewinger(1975) organized a combiAed language arts and social studies
 
prcdect. The students were asked to write a book based on interviews with one of the
 
This project required the students to draw upon
 
them with a variety of academic
 
Skills. This activity is designed for use with students in grades 4-8.
 
SKILL:	 Synthesizing acomplex project.
 
GOALS:	 To demonstrate to the studentthe many waysacademics can be used.
 
To organize the many aspects ofa complex assignment.
 
MATERIALS:	 Reference books (Foxfire Rook:Foxfire 2:If Yon Grew TTn with
 
Abraham Lincoini
 
Interview questions
 
Tape recorders
 
Book binder
 
Laminator
 
Ditto masters
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PREPARATION: 1. 	The teacher must be thoibughly prepared. Each step needs:to be
 
thought out and carefulw planned. Collect enough reference
 
books. There must be enough tape recorders in good wOrldng
 
condition available for those students who wish to usethem
 
2. Prepare an overview of did project for discussion with the class.
 
Selectexcerptsfrom reference books to read to the class.
 
3. 	Construct a general foritiat for students to use for their
 
interviews. This can be adapted and modified by students.
 
PROCEDURE: Hirsch and Lewinger(1975)recc)|mmended the following classroom
 
application ofthe skill.
 
1. 	 Discuss the project with the stiidents. Assure them that they will
 
have all the assistance and infomiatiOn necessary to successfully
 
complete this. They will be guided through each step of the
 
project. ■ • \ 	 ■ 
2. 	 Have them think of2or 3 people they would like to interview
 
and what they would like to leafn from the individuals. These
 
ideas should be written down. The class should discuss, in
 
general,the different topics. They ban be listed bn the bopd
 
3.	 Ask the students to formulate quWtions that would elicit the
 
information they are interested in learning. Again,these should
 
be written down and then discussed as a class.
 
4.	 The teacher should record the topics bfinterest and the questions
 
They can be reorganized and duplicated for use later in the
 
interviewing process.
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5. 	 It is important to spend sufficient time discussing interviewing
 
techniques so each student is somewhat proficient. Itis advisable
 
to provide practical and theoretical experiences in the discussion.
 
The teacher should prepare!a shorttape ofan interview. Have the
 
class listen to it and discussithe procediu"e that was used.
 
6. 	 Break the class up into pairs. Have the students prepare to
 
interview their partners. Thete should be recorded ifpossible.
 
7. 	 Listen to afew sessions. Disbuss the various techniques used by
 
the students. Remind the dass that each person will adopt
 
interviewing methods to suit his specific personality, but rules of
 
common courtesy should befollowed by all.
 
8. 	 Have students practice once more with a parent,sibling or friend.
 
9. 	 Ask students to draw up aformal questionnaire to be used dming
 
the actualinterview. Some persons being interviewed may prefer
 
to write the answers to some quesnons. Prepare students for this
 
possibility. Some persons may not wish the interview to be
 
recorded. Those instances will most likely not occur because
 
family members are being interviewed. It is important to discuss
 
the possibilities.
 
10. 	 Have the student arrange the interviews.
 
11. 	 The completed questionnaire should!be brought to the class as
 
soon as possible. (This helpsinspire other students.)
 
12. 	 After the interview,the recording needs to be transcribed. This
 
can be written down word for woM, which is very time
 
consuming and a bit overwhelming, or it can be summarized.
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Most students will requlire quite a bit of assistance from the 
teacher or parent with this!section ofthe project. 
13. The information should be reorganized. It should be arranged in 
chronological order, according to important events, or in a 
questions and answerformat. 
14. A first draft ofthe biography should be written. It should be read 
by and discussed with the teacher. Then the final version can be 
written. 
15. Some discussion regarding tlie organization of the book should 
transpire. Each student shoul(^ be assigned to work on a specific 
section ofthe book. 
16. In addition to the biography,eadh studentis required to provide a 
description of the person interviewed and, if possible, a 
photograph of the individual, make a drawing to describe the 
information in the biography, arid write a few notes about the 
experiences provided because ofthe project. 
17. The book should be assembled,bohnd,and a copy given to each 
student and any significant peop^le who participated in the 
project. 
EXTENSION: An open house can be given. An exhibit ofthe many phases of 
the project should be constructed. 
ACTIVITY#19 SHARINGPERSONALNARR ATTVP.<;
 
This activity is designed for use with students in grades 7-12.
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SKILL:	 Oral narration.
 
OBJECTIVE: 	 The student will relate a story.
 
GOAL:	 Toencourage oral expression.
 
MATERIALS:	 A checklist(in posterform)for whatmakes an anecdote interesting.
 
- Is the story ofinterestto the ahdience?
 
- Does it contain excitement], emotion, humor, suspense, or
 
surprise?
 
Doesthe story have a point?
 
- Does it start and end at the right^lace?
 
Is it too long or too short?
 
Is there an effective use ofdialogiie?
 
PREPARATION: 	1. Prepare a list ofrelated vocabulary to be discussed.
 
- anecdote
 
oral delivery
 
effective use ofdialogue
 
2. The educator should prepare an approiriate anecdote to present.
 
PROCEDURE: 1. Discuss the related vocabulary and itsVelevance to the activity.
 
Presentthe checklistfor what makes an anecdote interesting.
 
2. The educator should model a personal!narrative. Review the
 
vocabulary and the items on the cheicklist, discussing the
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presence of each elemenltin the modeled narrative. Encourage
 
discussion and questionstorn the stiidents­
3. Divide the class into pairs. Each student should have the
 
opportunity to presenta personal anecdote to his partner.
 
4. Ask for volunteers to relate an anecdote to the class. Discuss the
 
checklist after the presentation.
 
5. The students are then tochoose one ofthe stories they heard and
 
prepare a brief synopsis that addresses the elements of the
 
checklist.
 
ACTIVITY#2Q SHARING ORALLITERATURE nn narrative form^
 
Reading, writing, listening, and speaking comprise a holistic approach to language
 
learning. Orallearning should be woven into the content area subjects to ensure that oral
 
language is used as a toolforlearning and communicating throughoutthe day.
 
Oral language should be incorporated in all areas ofthe curriculum. Educators need to be
 
conscious of it as a specific area ofinstruction. Instruction in oral language should be
 
developmental and sequential depending upon the students'physical,intellectual, social,
 
and emotional stage ofgrowth and development.
 
This activity can be adapted for students at varying levels ofskill and ability
 
This strategy is designed for use with students in grades 7-12.
 
SKILL: Presenting ideas clearly.
 
OBJECTIVE: The student wiU relate a personal experience orone he/she has heard.
 
GOAL: To provide practice in presenting ideas clearly.
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Tofocuson presenting a nan^ative in alogical sequenee.
 
MATERIALS: Autobiography
 
Shortpersonal narrative
 
PREPARATION: 1. Select an age-appropriate excerpt from an autobiography (or
 
outline an appropriate personal experience).
 
2. Prepare a short discussion on autobiographies or a brief
 
discussion pf oral literaturel(i.e., stories told and retold atid
 
passed on to the nextgeneration).
 
3. The educator should design a concise,informative presentation in
 
logical sequence with details iand ideas presented clearly for
 
cHscussion after the exchangeofloralliterature:
 
PROCEDURE: discuss related terms with the students^-autobiography,
 
oral literature/oral history.
 
2. Read the selected excerpt from the autobiography to students,
 
retell a story that your mother told about what life was like in
 
another country or time, or a story she heard from her elders.
 
This should prompt stories that students have heard.
 
3. Have students retell their experiences or personal oral histories to
 
the class. 1
 
4. The class should listen carefully and be prepared to ask questions
 
orcomment.
 
educator should conduct a brief discussion on the logical
 
sequence in a narrative,choosing relevant details and presenting
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ideas clearly. The pointshould be made that the Same elements
 
are importantin written stoples oforal histoiy.
 
EXTENSION: 1. 	Have the students recall one
 
and retell it in written for They should include the story
 
elements discussed in class.
 
2. The written vefsiohs may read to the group to assess their
 
accuracy.^
 
ACTIVITY #21 	ENHANCING UNDERSTANDING OF CHARACTERS TN
 
LITERATITRF.
 
This strategy is designed for use with studentsin grades"ii12
 
SKILL:	 Increasing orallanguagecompetence.
 
OBJECTIVE: 	 The student wiU explore the structures tjhat comprise characterization
 
-inliterature;:
 
GOAL:	 Toenhance understanding ofcharactersin literature.
 
MATERIALS:	 Studentessays
 
Student-prepared dialogues
 
Student-related oral histories
 
Specific scenesfrom age-appropriate literat
 
Stage props(minimal)
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PREPARATION: 1. 	The educator should preoare enough copies of the material for
 
each student. It can be wntten by a student in the class or a key
 
scenefrom a prominentpiece ofliterature.
 
2. Improvisational techniquesIshould be discussed with the students
 
— how it is used in commuAication arts and in daily interactions.
 
3. Students should briefly skiW the material. Form 2 teams of
 
characters: the first will perform the material as presented; the
 
second will be asked to improvise. They may need some
 
additional preparation time A^fter Group 1 has presented their
 
version.
 
PROCEDURE: 1. 	Each student should befamiliar Wth hisrole in the dialogue.
 
2. Any necessary props(i.e., chairs,!table)should be assembled.
 
3. Students should present the prepWed dialogue as written by the
 
author.
 
4. A second group of students shAuld reenact the same scene,
 
supplying theirown dialogue. ThiA requirement ofthe activity is
 
essential. It provides guided instrud^tion and actual experience in
 
exploring the structures that comprise characters in literature.
 
EXTENSION: 1. 	Provide stories with surprise endiuAs for the lass to read and
 
discuss. Introduce the element of change and improvisation
 
referring to the2presentations ofdialogue done by the students.
 
2. Design a realistic 	situation and ask t^ students to present 2
 
differentresponses andjustification for them.
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ACTIVITY#22 	 PUBLISHING A YOUIMF.bPRSSAYS
 
Reading by and to students should take a large pwtofthe day. The content areas can be
 
usedfor sources and ideasfor essays"(Hayes,1985,p. 10). Each book thatis read by the
 
class should be discussed. The different components ofthe book should be analyzed and
 
the information discussed. This activity is designed for use with students in grades7-12.
 
SKILL:	 Increases writing proficiency.
 
OBJECTIVE: 	 The student will write a cohesive essay.
 
GOAL:	 Toidentify the themes and infomiation necessary to write an essay.
 
To use correctformat and proper punctuation.
 
MATERIALS: 	 Topicsfor essays
 
PREPARATION: 1. 	Select a book for the class to read and discuss. It should be
 
relevant to their personal experiences.
 
2. Outline the themes.
 
3. Organize the information presented in the book.
 
4. Discuss the essential structures ofUsay writing.
 
5. Divide the class in small groups of3 or4 students. One group
 
will be the editing team. They Iwill organize the volume of
 
essays, design the cover and table of contents, write the
 
dedication,and prepare the bibliography.
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 PROCEDURE: Hayes(1985)recommended the following classroom application of
 
this skill. V
 
1. 	Discuss how the selection relates to the students' experiences.
 
Their essays should be organized around a personal reaction to
 
■ the presented material. 
2. 	Using the themes and information presented in the book,write a
 
first draft. Read the draft to the group. Respond to questions,
 
comments and suggestionsfrom the group. They should address
 
the clarity and cohesion ofthe essay.
 
3. The suggestions should be incorporated into the second draft.
 
Read this draft to the group. Other students should share their
 
impressions.
 
4. 	Editthe third draft and discusslit with the teacher.
 
5. Each group presents their essay to an editing team. The editing
 
team directs the publication ofthe volume ofessays. They check
 
the spelling,punctuation,andformatofthe essays.
 
6. The final draft of the volume is published and laminated. The
 
books can be used as a basis for instructing additional reading
 
and writing skills.
 
EXTENSION: 1. 	Creating a volume of essays entitled "Love Letters to our
 
Mothers and Fathers" is highly motivating. This topic can be
 
used with childrenjustlearning to read and write. They can draw
 
words they can't spell.
 
2. A more advanced project is to write a volume ofessays entitled
 
"Autobiographies ofNotYetFamousPeople." Have the students
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read autobiographies arid biographies. Discuss the structural
 
elements of auto/biograp|iies and the information it is necessary
 
to include.
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APPENDIXB
 
Survey Sample
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LEPEDUGATORSURVEY
 
1. Whatis your generalreaction to the manual?
 
2. /MQ mere any aaoitions to the manual that you feel are necessary?
 
3.,
 
4. Can the manual be used to successfully meetthe educational needsofLEP
 
children?
 
Pleasecomplete thefollowing information:
 
Sex Years ofEducation
 
as an LEP educator.
 
StudentInformation; Primarylanguage
 
LEP Status
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